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Abstract

A thorough understanding of the way in which existing business processes currently practice is essential from the

perspectives of both process reengineering and workflow management. In this paper, we present a framework and algorithms

that derive the underlying process model from past executions. The process model employs a directed graph for representing the

control dependencies among activities and associates a Boolean function on each edge to indicate the condition under which the

edge is to be enabled. By modeling the execution of an activity as an interval, we have developed an algorithm that derives the

directed graph in a faster, more accurate manner. This algorithm is further enhanced with a noise handling mechanism to tolerate

noise, which frequently occur in the real world. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing

ones in terms of efficiency and quality. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The unprecedented growth of computer and net-

working technologies has changed the way in which

enterprises operate. Organizations that seek to stay

competitive in a rapidly changing environment are

compelled to incorporate information technologies

into many aspects of their business operations, which

often call for the radical redesign of current business

processes. Such a revolutionary change of business

processes is termed business process reengineering,

abbreviated as BPR. Reports on the successful imple-

mentations of BPR effort that achieve major improve-

ment on organizational objectives such as high service

quality and low cost can be widely seen in the lite-

rature [12,20]. To perform BPR, several sets of guide-

lines have been proposed, including the five-step

approach by Davenport [12], the six-step approach

by Furey [13], and AT&T’s seven-step approach [18].

Regardless of differences in their subtle details, these

guidelines suggest that analysis of existing critical

business processes as well as redesign of these pro-

cesses are two essential BPR tasks. To facilitate these

two tasks, a thorough understanding of the way in

which the existing business processes currently prac-

tice is instrumental. Although organizations typically

prescribe how business processes have to be per-

formed, such prescription may not completely reflect

the reality due to the following reasons:

(1) Business processes are usually described in a

loose manner such that many aspects are left
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unspecified. This is especially common in

human-oriented processes.

(2) Some parts of the business processes are sel-

dom executed and should be considered as ex-

ceptions thereafter.

(3) The real processes are deviated from the pre-

planned business processes because of environ-

mental change.

One promising approach in improving process

efficiency and customers’ satisfaction, as advocated

by many vendors and BPR experts, is to adopt a

workflow management system (WFMS) that auto-

mates process executions [23]. A WFMS coordinates

the execution of constituent activities as planned,

enabling the tracking of ongoing process instances

and reporting the statistical figures of processes being

executed. However, current WFMSs assume that a

precise model of all processes is available, whereas it

has been widely recognized that defining a workflow

type which totally represents all properties of the un-

derlying business process is a difficult job [12]. Cur-

rent practices for identifying a process model are

usually performed in ad hoc manners, involving nu-

merous meetings and discussions with authorized and

knowledgeable persons.

Our primary objective in this paper is to propose a

framework and develop algorithms for modeling the

existing processes automatically. Specifically, we

assume the existence of unstructured executions of a

process, called instances. Taking the process instance

data as the input, our algorithms will derive the control

flow and the associated conditions of the underlying

process. Instance data of a process may be collected in

various ways. On one hand, in a traditional human-

coordinated, document-driven process, instance data

can be found in a collection of documents, each of

which describes the execution information of a process

instance, such as the completion time and the identity

of the responsible person for each step involved. In this

case, the discovered process model may help ease the

introduction of a workflow management system. On

the other hand, in an environment where a workflow

system has been employed for coordinating process

executions, detailed workflow logs are already avail-

able electronically (e.g., see Ref. [16] for a list of

commercial WFMSs and the log information they

provide). In this case, the discovered process model

serves as a feedback from the practical process execu-

tions and will help the evolution of the current process.

In addition, commercial project management tools are

also capable of recording some historical information

about process executions. Some research prototypes

have also been developed to monitor processes in a

specific domain, such as software development [5].

1.1. Related work

The research on process discovery traces its origin

to grammar discovery in the early 1970s [4]. The goal

was to identify the underlying grammar from a finite

number of sample strings. Grammars are commonly

represented as finite state machines (FSMs). After a

correct FSM is identified, it can then be used to tell the

correctness of a given input string. More recently,

researchers have started to adopt the existing grammar

discovery algorithms to the problem of process dis-

covery [9,11]. The idea was to treat an execution of a

process as a string of events, each of which represents

an execution outcome of an involving activity. With

several executions of the same process as the input,

these algorithms will be able to synthesize a process

definition that best satisfies these historical data.

Process definitions were described in the form of

FSMs. For example, consider Fig. 1(a) for an example

FSM of the program development process [9], which

involves three sequential steps: code modification,

compilation, and testing. After the code is modified

(G), the subsequent compilation is performed and

produces the result of either OK (I) or not OK (H). If

the compilation is not okay, the code has to be modi-

fied again and the procedure has to be repeated; other-

wise, a testing activity is performed. A successful test-

ing (K) ends this process, and a failed testing (J) calls

for the repetition of the entire procedure. Fig. 1(b) and

(c) show the FSMs discovered from two different

algorithms, KTAIL and Markov [9], respectively.

The original FSMs like the one shown in Fig. 1(a)

are very easy to perceive and can be converted to an

activity-based process model without much difficulty.

As a matter of fact, in Fig. 1(a), each state corresponds

to the execution of exactly one real-world activity, and

its outgoing transitions represent the possible execu-

tion results. However, in a derived FSM, such as that

in Fig. 1(b) or (c), a state may not have its clear sem-

antic meaning, and an execution outcome may appear
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